Manganato is a website used for hosting manga, light novels, and other various similar texts. The website itself has an expressive color scheme and overabundance of information that Erick and I sought to reduce through our capstone: defining the visual clarity and clutter, while still retaining the overall intention of the Manganato website. Our capstone encapsulates what we learnt throughout ui/ux, and sought to elevate it to another level on the precipice of expanding it to a wider scale to be considered a capstone project, an entire redesign of the Manganato website. This acted as a synthesis of both our knowledge bases, and also the skills we’ve developed so far entirely. The basis of our capstone is a react app, which we spent an immense amount of time working with various react scripts, the integral one being the react router to ensure the display of our various web pages that we pulled from the original source material and iterated on to what we felt like an evolution. Taking from the four principles of ux, usability, adoptability, desirability, and value, alongside visual constraints that would plague users upon introduction to the website, we sought to revitalize each web page with this in mind and user accessibility as a whole.